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ACCLAIMED KITCHEN AND HOUSEWARES BRAND BONAVITA® EXPANDS IN EUROPE
WITH NEW EUROPEAN HQ AND DISTRIBUTION CENTER IN THE NETHERLANDS
Seattle, WA, USA ─ This month Seattle-based Bonavita, an Espresso Supply Inc. brand, will
expand its international presence with the opening of a new European office and distribution
facility in Almelo, The Netherlands. Next month Bonavita will debut products at the Ambiente
consumer goods show in Frankfurt, Germany.
Bonavita delivers an acclaimed collection of inspired goods for the cook and coffee/tea
connoisseur. Since 2011 Bonavita kitchenwares and electronics have been carried around the
world in boutique and specialty coffee shops and in large retailers throughout the U.S.A. Its latest
product launch, the new BV1900TS automatic drip coffee brewer, has been lauded in recent
weeks as one of the “48 Best Products: Gear of the Year, 2014” by Men’s Journal magazine and
“One of the Top 15 Most Anticipated Tech Launches of the Year” by Inc. magazine.
“Baristas throughout Europe have relied on our products and, as a result, demand from retailers
and consumers has increased. Bonavita has grown organically in Europe and we have an
established base of retail partners and loyal enthusiasts,” states Espresso Supply Inc./ Bonavita
CEO Chris Legler. “This expansion will allow us to better serve our customers.”
The February consumer goods Ambiente trade show in Frankfurt will be Bonavita’s first show
since the expansion. Bonavita will be located in Hall 3.0, Stand G18. The company will debut its
line of kettles, filter coffee brewers and manual brewing products at the show.
Bonavita’s kitchenwares have consistently been touted as “Best Buys” and best-performers by
experts including Cook’s Illustrated, Cooking Light and Food & Wine magazine. The products
have been showcased by The TODAY Show, CBS’s CNET, Men’s Journal magazine and the
Wall Street Journal. Rigorous, pre-market testing has earned three of the Bonavita electric
brewers Specialty Coffee Association of America (SCAA) Brewer Certification honors: a
classification that’s noted and respected by culinary, beverage and consumer experts.
Bonavita, an Espresso Supply Inc. brand, is headquartered in Seattle, WA and now has a satellite
European HQ and distribution facility in the Netherlands. Espresso Supply Inc. has been a leader
in the specialty coffee industry for 21 years. With the Bonavita collection they have expanded into
a new category of home electronics and equipment for the kitchen. BonavitaWorld.com
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